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1. Product Overview
Interneer Intellect is a Human Centric Business Process Management Suite for creating, automating,
and managing business processes. Interneer Intellect was designed to simplify Business Process
Management and make it available to companies of all sizes.
The software’s key differentiators:
•

The platform was designed for the Business User as the primary developer (non-IT). It is
the only robust BPM platform that can be entirely owned, maintained, and implemented by
business users or a business unit without the help of IT and without any programming.
• The platform can be deployed as Software as a Service (SaaS). The hosted pricing model
expands the reach of the platform to companies of all sizes and to non-profit and
educational institutions. An on-premise option is also available for companies that wish to
manage the system and data themselves.
• The intuitive user interface greatly reduces the time needed to learn the platform and to
deploy a solution. It is a fully drag-and-drop environment with absolutely no scripting or
programming required.
• The platform is an integrated web-based development environment that includes all the
necessary tools to model, design, orchestrate, execute, and automate a fully functioning
business process and business application, with built-in database, reporting engines, and
dashboards.
Figure 1 provides an overview of the basic architecture of Interneer Intellect. All stakeholders login
to the same environment, and, depending on their role, are provided the appropriate tools and
features.
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Figure 1. An Overview of the Interneer Intellect Environment.

2. BPM Engine
Server Environment

Interneer’s server environment has many significant aspects.
•
•
•
•

The engine is available within the web-based application and is not separated. This
simplifies considerably the implementation costs and the way users interact with the system.
The process design is done visually, using a drag-and-drop Flash utility accessible through
the browsers. Thus, the user is allowed to build a block diagram visually, simplifying the
design process.
Business rules are defined based on the data hierarchy, without any programming, in a
visual drag-and-drop process. The user can right click on objects and fields and define
validation rules, behavior rules, conditions, and events, as needed.
The workflow is ready to run without the need of compilation or transfer. This simplifies
considerably the deployment of processes. In addition, updates to the existing workflows
take effect immediately.
Data Hierarchy:

•

•

The platform enables designers to capture data structures (mostly data hierarchies) that are
either relevant to or needed for the processes that will be put into the system. Like the
process design, data structures are done visually by designing forms and creating user
interface tables or lists to store records. Links between data elements, or parent-child, are
automatically inferred by the platform, based on the design of the User Interface
The platform translates the visual User Interface design into normalized database tables,
stored procedures, relationships, and indexes in the database. In addition, it generates
optimized web pages to be served when requested. Similar to the workflow design process,
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the changes take effect immediately without the need for compilation or transfer between
environments.
The platform combines all the necessary components to deploy a workflow solution in one
integrated environment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Workflow modeler – Enables the graphical and visual design of the workflow modeler as
well as runtime interactive view of the status of a process.
Workflow execution engine – Executes the workflow model.
Form builder – Browser-based, interactive, drag-and-drop, and visual design of forms.
Automatically creates normalized database structure.
Rules definition – Built into the properties pages for the various objects and fields, as well
as into the workflow model logic.
Macro builder for automating procedures – Enables advanced rules definition and business
logic to be created.
Built-in database – Fully normalized database table structures generated by the platform,
based on the design model, with Stored Procedures, indexes, and relationships optimized
for performance, and supports full reporting and search.
Dashboard design – Can be customized through drag-and-drop for different users and user
groups.
Search and report builder – Enables the fast creation of reporting and search results
screens. The user can quickly and easily generate complex queries of the database, using a
point and click, intuitive user interface.
Analytics engine – Allows dissection of the data captured in a variety of report styles,
including pivot and consolidated tables, as well as various charts.
Document management – Allows revision control, tracking, searching, and limiting access
to documents uploaded to the platform.
Notifications engine – Flexible and powerful and can integrate with email to send user
notifications based on custom specified rules, including escalation.
Access control definition – Flexible and powerful enabling setting security privileges (read,
write, modify, delete, insert, etc.) at the level of a field, table, page, system, and workflow,
by user, group, or user role.
Visual web-based user interface design and customization – Users can define the entire user
interface, including styles, layouts, reports, menus, page navigation, etc., without
programming.
Document markups and editing – Integration with third party document viewer and
markup tool, Brava Enterprise, enabling users to open within the browser any file type,
create multiple layers of modifications, and share and save them directly on the server.
Full integration suite of technologies (Web Services, API etc.) – Enabling lookups,
transactions, mashups, programmatic and manual import and export from various file
types, and full access to the data through the business tier for create, read, update, and
delete procedures, using the Application Programming Interface or Web Services.
Auto documentation of design – Enables export of all the metadata information, design
models, as well as business logic definition, into an html document for easy reference and
audit trail.
Print to PDF – Pages can be exported to fully formatted rich PDF files with a click of a
button.
LDAP integration – Integrates with existing Active Directories to authenticate and to setup
users and groups.
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•

System and database maintenance utilities – Available for administrators for quick access to
generate backups, restore backups, and manage users, with upgrades and various admin
functions.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 illustrate some of the many examples of rich user interfaces, including reports
and forms that can be created using the drag-and-drop utilities, without programming, by business
users.

Figure 2. A Custom Data Entry Form Created by Dragging and Dropping Fields
in Interneer Intellect

Figure 3. Sample Reports that can be Generated through
Drag-and-Drop Wizards in Interneer Intellect
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Figure 4. Pie and Bar Charts that can be Generated through Drag-and Drop Wizards in Interneer
Intellect
Client Elements

All components of the platform are web-based and run entirely in Internet Explorer 6, 7, or 8.
Adobe’s Flash engine is used for the workflow modeler. Brava Viewer by Informative Graphics
Corporation is an option, through an ActiveX control that is used by customers who want to
leverage the document markup/viewer feature.
Web Services

Web services are used in three ways:
•
•
•

Web services that support transactions: Transactions can pass data to and from an external
system or data source. When data is submitted manually or programmatically to the system,
the designer can create business logic to define how to handle the data.
Web services that can access and look up external data sources, such as SalesForce.com,
Google Apps, or Oracle, and treat them like tables created in the platform.
The entire platform API library is also available to invoke through a web service
programmatically.

3. Platforms
Interneer supports Windows clients and servers.
On the client end – with all that is required for SaaS (hosted) deployments
•

IE 6, 7, or 8

On the server end – only for licensed deployment:
•
•

Microsoft Windows Server 2003
SQL Server 2005
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.NET Framework 3.5
IIS 6.0
User Interface

The user interface is very intuitive. There is no coding required. It is a drag-and-drop, web-based
design environment that follows the WYSIWYG approach (What You See Is What You Get). Thus,
a designer can configure the user interface to meet the specific business and process requirements
easily and without programming or scripting. Making changes to an existing design is also easy. The
user interface consists of
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A toolbar, which includes standard menu options for logging out, saving, and other general
system utilities and functions.
A content area for displaying a page’s content, including forms, reports, and charts.
A personal navigation section for commonly accessed reports and features, navigation,
notifications, and workflow activity assignments.
An interactive process diagram available to the users, who are given access to view the
status of a process or to model a new one.
Content area hierarchical navigation, by clicking on page links, table headers or rows, and
sub folders.
Personal Navigation, to access shortcuts to various other pages.
Explorer Tree view, to navigate the hierarchy in a quick access view.
Favorites, to access pages added as favorites by the user.
Look and feel like a web application. The user never has to leave the environment to
perform any needed function.
A toolbox for configuration that lists the types of fields that can be dragged onto a form or
the workflow.
Customizable labels, layouts, and naming of fields as well as styles, images, and icons, all
through drag-and-drop configuration.
Custom defined system wide tabs that enable the configuration of various application areas.
Custom defined inner page tabs to simplify the grouping of information and enhance the
user experience.
Mashups and links to outside web pages for easy integration with various web utilities to
enhance the user experience.

Figure 5 shows the explorer panel for easy navigation in the platform.
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Figure 5. Explorer View for Navigating Interneer Intellect’s Data Hierarchy

Figure 6. The Customizable Personal Navigation Section

Figure 6: The customizable Personal Navigation section of the UI in Interneer Intellect notifies
users of assigned workflow activities, shortcuts to various sections, and quick reports.
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Scalability

Interneer has adopted Microsoft tools and platforms as a corporate standard for its product suite.
Microsoft delivers best-in-class tools and platforms with the reliability, performance, scalability, and
manageability required by enterprise solutions. Backed by a large global support network and a rich
set of industry partners, Microsoft’s .NET enterprise strategy integrates and web-enables enterprises
today while building the foundation for the next generation of Internet applications.
Microsoft .NET is a revolutionary platform, built on open Internet protocols and standards, with
tools and services that combine computing and communications in new ways. The platform also
simplifies communication and integration with other Microsoft products.
Interneer utilizes Microsoft .NET servers as a deployment platform because of their proven history.
Windows 2003 Server is used to provide web and application services with high reliability, efficient
management, and support for the latest advances in networking hardware. It provides the best
foundation for integrating business with the Internet.
The SQL Server 2005 database provides high performance, scalability, and reliability. Beyond these
core enterprise qualities, SQL Server 2005 provides agility for data management and analysis,
allowing organizations to adapt quickly and gracefully, to derive a competitive advantage in a fastchanging environment. The record-holder of important benchmark awards for scalability and speed,
SQL Server 2005 is a fully web-enabled database product, providing core support for Extensible
Markup Language (XML) and the ability to query across the Internet and beyond the firewall.
Microsoft enterprise platforms give the lowest cost to performance ratio. In test after test, Microsoft
platforms have not only scaled to the highest levels, but have also done so at a lower cost.
The multi tier architecture supports scaling each layer individually at the hardware level, from the
web servers through a web form implementation to the data tier with database clustering, without
impacting the other tiers.
The database is created dynamically to allow for the greatest efficiency. This includes database
indexes which are fine-tuned to increase the speed of every report and query created. This also
includes dynamically generated stored procedures, which are also optimized for speed.
Interneer also offers a full Service Level Agreement for customers who choose the Software as a
Service (hosted) deployment option. The company offers physical, data, and network security,
reliable data backup, redundancy, and 24/7 monitoring of its web forms and database clusters.
4. Processing Modeling
The platform supports the modeling and creation of workflows with the following types of entities:
•

•
•

Manual activities. These are activities which are user-driven and owned. Each activity has
an owner that can be the process initiator, a particular user, a user group, or a role (such as
a project manager). The manual activities also have an associated page for the owner to
view and/or fill out information in a form and to perform a function or complete the
activity.
Automated activities. These are activities that don’t require user intervention, such as
generating emails, setting values, etc. About 20 different macro types can be run by
automated activities in any combination.
Decision boxes. These allow for different process paths to be taken, based on defined
conditions.
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Split/joins. These allow for different process steps to take place simultaneously. Splits
enable splitting the workflow into parallel processing paths. Joins allow the paths to
reconnect under an “and” or “or” condition.
Subprocesses. These allow for complicated processes to be broken down into smaller
processes, or to embed one process into another.
Links. These connect the activities together.

Figure 7. Example of a workflow/process diagram in Interneer Intellect.

In addition, the platform supports the creation of the dataset, forms, and user interface, as described
earlier, including
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creation of templates. Create once and use many times.
Drag-and-drop fields and define properties.
User/User Groups for access control definition.
Access control based on user, user groups, and roles, and applicable to fields, pages,
workflows, templates, and systems.
Hierarchical user interface that helps with organizing the business data for easy access.
Personal Navigation. Customizable easy access menus and shortcuts to various pages as
well as reports and notifications.
Customizable styles, images, and icons that help enrich the user interface.
Customizable Tabs, both system and inner, to enrich the user interface and provide an
application feel for the end user.
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Figure 8. Sample workflow activity screen that can be created in Interneer Intellect

Process integrity is enforced and codified, using
•
•
•
•
•

Access control security settings – Determines who gets to see what and when, based on
their role or group they belong to.
Visible/editable/required conditions of form fields – Allows advanced page design and
rules to support complex forms structure and validation.
Workflow engine rules – To meet the requirements of the business process.
Macros – To enable the creation of complex procedures that can run as part of the
workflow, on save, on approve, on a schedule or on button click.
Notifications, emails, reports – Both out of the box and customizable to meet various
business requirements.

In addition, various facilities can be designed in the workflow or forms to enable changes at
runtime. For example, a sub-workflow section can be left specifically undefined so that a user can
define it uniquely for a particular instance. In addition, form display can be based on pre-defined
rules so that it varies for each instance. Also, end users who are given privilege can also create their
own reports and customize some forms easily, without any programming background.
4.1.

Subprocesses

Subprocesses are handled in two different ways, and they are defined at design time:
•
•

They can be embedded within the overall parent process. These subprocesses can have
more subprocesses ad infinitum.
One process can refer to another stand-alone subprocess. Usually, the stand-alone subprocess is called multiple times from the calling process. For example, a factory may have
an overall process, but wants to kick off a separate process for each product shipped.
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In addition, a sub-workflow section can also be left specifically undefined in design time so that a
user can define it uniquely for a particular instance in runtime. In this case, the system will run this
subprocess when the parent sub-workflow is called as part of the parent process.

Figure 9. Workflow diagram showing an expanded subprocess or sub-workflow
4.2.

Shared Data Space

All metadata and business data is stored in SQL Server. Some database tables are static metadata
tables. Others are dynamically generated, based on the design. All business data is stored in the
database.
Data can also be accessed from external data sources such as other databases (SQL Server, Oracle,
Access, and any other ODBC-compliant database) or applications such as Excel. Data can also be
accessed from other sources through web services.
Files or documents can be uploaded to the platform, and they are managed through the system and
stored on the server file system. In addition, import and export of data from and into Excel, Tab
Delimited, CSV, HTML, or XML is supported.
4.3.

Forms

There are two ways forms can be generated:
•

Forms can be generated by dragging and dropping items from a toolbox. These items
include text fields, number fields, reports, pie charts, bar charts, Excel spreadsheets, etc.
There are approximately 70 possible items in the toolbox. Each item can be customized
further by setting its unique properties. Once a form is created, it is automatically bound by
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the platform to the database, without any additional configuration. Forms can be
hierarchical, with various children pages (called Categories) and support grouping, as well as
tabs.
HTML web pages can be specially written by an outside vendor and shown within Intellect.
The URL and query string for the page can include variable information; for example, an
address stored in Intellect. Intellect items can also be embedded on external pages by
putting in certain placeholders.

Figure 10. Sample forms that can be created in Interneer Intellect
4.4.

Time

Time can be tracked in either date only, time only, or both. Both American and European formats
are supported. Automated emails can be sent from the system, depending on the type of notices
that are needed. You may define time and set deadlines for the tasks. The system alerts the user
when the task is overdue. It can do that through email or notifications through reports or the
personal navigation. Regular procedures can be scheduled to run based on scheduled date and time
events.
4.5.

Process Optimization and Simulation

The platform does not currently support automated simulation or optimization. Manual simulation
can be accomplished by running test users through the process.
5. Business Rules
Business rules can be specified in a variety of areas in the platform:
•

Process diagrams can support decision making through the use of decision boxes,
automated activities, approve/reject fields, etc.
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Rules can be specified in forms or general pages, for example, based on save events or by
clicking on macro buttons or approvals.
Rules can be specified on field behaviors, for example, by setting visibility as required or
edit ability conditions on fields.
Rules can be scheduled to run as part of a regular schedule through the use of scheduled
macros.
Rules can perform comparison checks, run functions, perform queries, and act on the
results, etc. In addition, the user can set rules through data attributes and access control.

6. Integration
Intellect supports integration with standard third-party applications, using Link Server or web
services technology or the Application Programming Interface (API). Link server integrates with
custom databases. External database tables can be treated the same way as Intellect database tables.
This dramatically minimizes the training required and the complexity of integration and provides a
lot of flexibility.
Web services are used in three ways:
•
•
•

Web services that support transactions: Transactions can pass data to and from an external
system. When data is submitted to the system, the designer can create business logic to
define how to handle the data.
Web services that can access and look up external data sources, such as SalesForce.com,
and treat them like tables created in the platform.
The entire platform API library is also available to invoke through a web service
programmatically.

The process engine can also be controlled, using externally generated events and triggers. It
supports Mashups, or the ability to embed third party web objects into forms and pages in the
platform. The platform can also integrate with Excel to leverage its numerous functions and
calculation capabilities. It enables the mapping of fields from Interneer Intellect forms into Excel
worksheet cells. The data can then be sent to Excel, processed, and returned to the platform.
The platform comes with out of the box adapters to web services like salesforce.com, and data
sources like SQL Server, Oracle, DB2, Access, Excel, and other ODBC compliant sources.
7. Organizational Structure
While defining the workflow, the user defines each task and the owner of the task. The task can be
assigned to the person who initiated the process, a group of people, to a specific user, or to a certain
role. By the same token, the routing is done while designing the workflow.
Users are notified of the task assigned to them when they log into the platform at runtime or by
email notification into their inbox.
In addition, organizational hierarchies can be configured and the platform rules can be configured
to assign activities based on organizational roles or based on specific events, i.e., reassigning
activities to one’s manager if they are on vacation.
8. Process Adaptability
Various facilities can be designed in the workflow or forms to enable changes at runtime.
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For example, a sub-workflow section can be left specifically undefined so that a user can define it
uniquely for a particular instance. Or a form instance can be expanded to include the tracking of
additional data fields.
In addition, form display can be based on pre-defined rules so that it varies for each instance. If,
however, a process was modified in the template, the instances will instantly update accordingly.
The workflow supports override ability so that a manager, for example, can take ownership of a
subordinate’s activity should they go on vacation. Tasks can be skipped as well in the same fashion.
9. Process Lifecycle Management
The platform does not currently support automatic versioning of processes. However, copies of
process templates can be made and manually versioned. In addition, the database versions can be
managed and tracked.
10. Monitoring, Measurement, and Management Information
Each process includes a full audit trail history of who performed what activities. In addition,
reports can be generated, measuring time spent, real-time status, and workloads, plus custom reports
can be created to track additional items. Who, What, and When attributes are tracked and can be
easily reported on.
The interactive workflow diagram is available to view in real-time with color coding explaining
graphically and visually exactly where the process is, who owns it, and its status. The administrator
can also drill down on an activity to see the form and the data as it’s being captured.
The administrator can setup users, user groups, and roles. Users can be manually created or
imported in batch. Users can be added or removed at any time. Users can modify their individual
profiles on their own, modifying their contact information and credentials. Each user is
authenticated through a secure login and password. Users can also be archived. Workflow activities
can be reassigned to new users manually or in batch.
Every page and item or field in the Intellect platform can have its own set of read, write, insert, and
delete privileges. Security can be set up for entire general sections and for specific items. Security
can be assigned, based on user, group, or role. Hybrid or custom security can also be setup, i.e., for
an advanced user who may consume workflow activities and who can also create reports or
customize a page.
11. Templates and Frameworks
Interneer does not formally provide templates; however, Interneer’s partners specialize and have
created vertical industry or horizontal industry templates. The vertical industries include health care,
construction, government, and finance. In addition, Interneer Intellect has been used to automate
various business functions, including project and portfolio management, construction management,
HR, IT, CRM, Sales Automation, Help Desk, and many others.
12. Vendor
Interneer Inc. was founded in 2000. The company is a privately held California Corporation.
Interneer has over 150 customers with many thousands of licenses sold to companies and
government institutions worldwide.
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The company also has a strong reseller network of over 40 partners in over 10 states in the US, and
internationally in Canada, Mexico, Brazil, UK, Sweden, Poland, Romania, Hungary, Bulgaria,
Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia, China and Hong Kong, India, Turkey, Lebanon, Egypt, Kuwait,
and Nigeria.
13. Cost
Interneer offers competitive and high value pricing that is within reach of companies of all types
and sizes. There are three ways to license the platform:
•
•
•
•

Hosted (SaaS) – Pricing starts at $30/named user/month.
Installed – Pricing starts at $400/named user license and $10,000/server.
Corporate licenses – Pricing starts at $25,000.
Support is 20% of license costs annually.
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